
INTRODUCING… V22 VIEW TUBE TENANTS 
 
Our View Tube tenants are a diverse group of makers who use these studios to create and sell. Please see, in 
their own words, some more information about their practice and do drop by their studios to see what’s 
available. 

Grace Du Prez 
Grace is a 3D Printing Pen Artist that creates one off 
pieces on a commission basis.  
 
‘My signature working style has developed from my 
background in Mixed Media Textiles, graduating from 
The Royal College Of Art in 2010. Now acclaimed as 
one of the industry’s leading designer-makers I also 
teach my skills around the UK and internationally in a 
variety of different workshop classes. 
 
At The Doodle Laboratory you can expect to see 
behind the scenes of my current commission and 
even take part in a unique workshop where you can 
learn to draw with plastic in the air.’ 
 
For more details and workshop dates visit: 
www.graceduprez.com 

 

 



Promises Promises  
Promises Promises is a collection of modern, architecturally 
inspired jewellery, handmade in London by designer Victoria 
Myatt.  

‘The different colours of Jesmonite composite are hand dyed 
before being cast in a mould to give a unique ombre effect; 
every stone is unique. Metal elements are laser cut for precise 
graphic shapes, before being finished and layered to create 
each final piece. 

The ‘Structure’ collection is inspired by the idea of revealing 
the hidden structures that make up the world around us.  
Shapes came from the insides of cells and the skeletons of 
buildings, apparently solid but created by a matrix of structure 
and space.’   

For more details visit: 
https://promisespromisesjewellery.com/ 

 

 
 

 
 



Tara Enyia 
A London-native contemporary artist and illustrator specialising in still life 
and figurative drawings.  
 
‘As a London College of Fashion graduate my work embodies a modern realist 
approach and can be seen in a variety of fashion and lifestyle publications 
today.’ 
 
For more details visit: http://www.taraenyia.com/ 

 
 
Miina Laitsaari 

A London based fashion brand focusing on sustainably produced and ethical women's 
wear. 

  
‘I want to make fashion in a different way and save the environment from unnecessary 
strain by keeping the brand's carbon footprint as small as possible and minimising the 
negative impact that the production process of a garment has on the environment. 
With this ecological mindset, my brand creates beautiful and edgy styles that are 
designed to last without compromising on quality and style.’ 
 
For more details visit: https://www.miinalaitsaari.com/ 
 


